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An Enquiry Into the Life and Legend of Michael Scot

1897

dr cliff williams was born in yazoo city mississippi at age eighteen months he was stricken with polio he had corrective surgery when he was about five years old dr williams attended st francis
elementary and high school yazoo city mississippi after high school he had the second surgery on his right foot and later was fitted with a leg brace the next year he had the third surgery again
on the right foot he kept the faith and attended mississippi vocational college itta bena mississippi where he earned the bachelor of science degree in business education later he attended the
university of cincinnati cincinnati ohio where he earned the masters degree in business education he also earned the doctorate degree in business education with a cognate area in organizational
behavior management at the university of houston houston texas dr williams spent one year in st louis missouri and worked as a teletype operator for the third district police department he
returned to mississippi and taught school at obannon high school greenville mississippi for two years after the last year at obannon he accepted a position to teach business subjects at mississippi
valley state university itta bena mississippi he was employed there for thirty five years during this time he was married to ms catherine williams and he is the father of two children tragedy
struck in his life as his brother in law was killed gangland style in chicago illinois another brother in law was killed during a robbery while he was working in a convenience store in houston
texas later his auntie died from emphysema and his father had a fatal heart attack all of this occurred within a span of two years he had gotten numerous articles published in the clarion ledger a
jackson mississippi based newspaper and had published a book dr williams retired in 1999 and since has served on numerous boards he also served as vice president of the mississippi valley state
alumni association humphreys county chapter and is currently serving as the vice president of the retired education personnel association humphreys county chapter he has been able to take
family vacations to places like dayton ohio where they visited the air force museum noticeably seen there were the airplanes that were used by presidents roosevelt bush senior and bill clinton a
trip to cape canaveral florida resulted in a tour of the national aeronautic space administration nasa they went to san diego and visited other cities such as lake elsinore alpine los angeles and
escondido they stayed at the lawrence welk resort in escondido california while there they went to mexico a trip to phoenix arizona resulted in a trip to old town and the titan missel silo on a tour
they saw george mcgoverns home and the home of paul harvey one year they went to little rock arkansas and got a chance to visit the bill clinton library another noticeable trip was the one to
orlando florida they visited the believe it or not museum universal studios epcot center and sea world

The Life and Legend of a Polio Victim

2009-03-19

acclaim for doc holliday splendid not only the most readable yet definitive study of holliday yet published it is one of the best biographies of nineteenth century western good bad men to appear
in the last twenty years it was so vivid and gripping that i read it twice howard r lamar sterling professor emeritus of history yale university and author of the new encyclopedia of the american
west the history of the american west is full of figures who have lived on as romanticized legends they deserve serious study simply because they have continued to grip the public imagination
such was doc holliday and gary roberts has produced a model for looking at both the life and the legend of these frontier immortals robert m utley author of the lance and the shield the life and
times of sitting bull doc holliday emerges from the shadows for the first time in this important work of western biography gary l roberts has put flesh and soul to the man who has long been one
of the most mysterious figures of frontier history this is both an important work and a wonderful read casey tefertiller author of wyatt earp the life behind the legend gary roberts is one of a
foremost class of writers who has created a real literature and authentic history of the so called western his exhaustively researched and beautifully written doc holliday the life and legend
reveals a pathetically ill and tortured figure but one of such intense loyalty to wyatt earp that it brought him limping to the o k corral and into the glare of history jack burrows author of john
ringo the gunfighter who never was gary l roberts manifested an interest in doc holliday at a very early age and he has devoted these past thirty odd years to serious and detailed research in the
development and writing of doc holliday the life and legend the world knows holliday as doc holliday family members knew him as john somewhere in between the two lies the real john
henry holliday roberts reflects this concept in his writing this book should be of interest to holliday devotees as well as newly found readers susan mckey thomas cousin of doc holliday and
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coauthor of in search of the hollidays

Doc Holliday

2011-05-12

the introduction and epilogue explore the history behind the folklore the author has drawn on medieval ballads and legends to create this story ry

Robin Hood, His Life and Legend

1985

fiona maccarthy makes a breakthrough in interpreting byron s life and poetry drawing on john murray s world famous archive she brings a fresh eye to his early years his childhood in scotland
embattled relations with his mother the effect of his deformed foot on his development she traces his early travels in the mediterranean and the east throwing light on his relationships with
adolescent boys a hidden subject in earlier biographies while paying due attention to the compelling tragicomedy of byron s marriage his incestuous love for his half sister augusta and the
clamorous attention of his female fans she gives a new importance to his close male friendships in particular that with his publisher john murray she tells the full story of their famous
disagreement ending as a rift between them as byron s poetry became more recklessly controversial byron was a celebrity in his own lifetime becoming a superstar in 1812 after the publication of
childe harold the byron legend grew to unprecedented proportions after his death in the greek war of independence at the age of thirty six the problem for a biographer is sifting the truth from
the sentimental the self serving and the spurious fiona maccarthy has overcome this to produce an immaculately researched biography which is also her refreshing personal view

Byron

2014-10-23

in the first samurai you ll discover the amazing true story of taira masakado japan s first samurai hero this account traces the roots of masakado s bloody feud with local rivals including his uncles
and brothers in law it explains how apparently trifling squabbles grew into years of bitter provincial warfare involving thousands of highly trained samurai filled with harrowing battle scenes
portraits of early japan and astounding legends of masakado s celebrated life after death the first samurai is a must read for anyone interested in the samurai early japanese history and a whopping
good tale well told book jacket

Roger Bacon in Life and Legend

1953

the first biography of the legendary folk and blues musician who wrote goodnight irene and midnight special a man whose extraordinary life moves from angola penitentiary to carnegie hall
nashville based charles wolfe and smithsonian consultant kip lornell draw on new archival material obscure recordings and interviews to provide an unvarnished look at a unique legend
photographs advertising in living blues
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The First Samurai

2008

a compelling biography of the legendary king rebel and poisoner who defied the roman empire machiavelli praised his military genius european royalty sought out his secret elixir against poison
his life inspired mozart s first opera while for centuries poets and playwrights recited bloody romantic tales of his victories defeats intrigues concubines and mysterious death but until now no
modern historian has recounted the full story of mithradates the ruthless king and visionary rebel who challenged the power of rome in the first century bc in this richly illustrated book the first
biography of mithradates in fifty years adrienne mayor combines a storyteller s gifts with the most recent archaeological and scientific discoveries to tell the tale of mithradates as it has never been
told before the poison king describes a life brimming with spectacle and excitement claiming alexander the great and darius of persia as ancestors mithradates inherited a wealthy black sea
kingdom at age fourteen after his mother poisoned his father he fled into exile and returned in triumph to become a ruler of superb intelligence and fierce ambition hailed as a savior by his
followers and feared as a second hannibal by his enemies he envisioned a grand eastern empire to rival rome after massacring eighty thousand roman citizens in 88 bc he seized greece and
modern day turkey fighting some of the most spectacular battles in ancient history he dragged rome into a long round of wars and threatened to invade italy itself his uncanny ability to elude
capture and surge back after devastating losses unnerved the romans while his mastery of poisons allowed him to foil assassination attempts and eliminate rivals the poison king is a gripping
account of one of rome s most relentless but least understood foes

An Enquiry Into the Life and Legend of Michael Scot

1897

excerpt from an enquiry into the life and legend of michael scot after some considerable time spent in making collections for the work which is now submitted to the public i became aware that a
biography of michael scot was in existence which had been composed as early as the dose of the sixteenth century this is the work of bernardino baldi of urbino who was born in 1553 he studied
medicine at padua but soon turned his attention to mathematics especially to the historical developments of that science taking holy orders he became abbot of guastalla in 1586 and in the quiet of
that cloister found time to produce his work de le vite de matematici of which the biography of scot forms a part he died in 1617 this discovery led me at first to think that my original plan might
with some advantage be modified baldi had evidently enjoyed great advantages in writing his life of scot his time lay nearer to that of scot by three hundred years than our own does he was a
native of italy where so large a part of scot s life was passed he had studied at padua the last of the great schools in which averroes whom scot first introduced to the latins still held intellectual
sway about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Life and Legend of Leadbelly

1992

an acclaimed film historian reveals the unvarnished truth as never before of the life and career of clint eastwood with this gripping scrupulously researched biography mcgilligan uncovers the
man behind the mystique four 8 page photo inserts
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The Poison King

2010

more than seventy five years after his death irving thalberg remains a legendary hollywood figure in this definitive biography his legend comes to life from his beginnings as the boy wonder of
hollywood to the creation with louis b mayer of metro goldwyn mayer to his tragic death at the age of thirty seven with his remarkable talent for developing stars and doctoring scripts this
architect of the american film created some of america s best loved movies ben hur mutiny on the bounty a night at the opera grand hotel romeo and juliet the good earth camille his genius has
made his name a legend in the land of legends

An Enquiry Into the Life and Legend of Michael Scot (Classic Reprint)

2015-07-03

featuring dozens of japanese netsuke masterpieces and extensive commentary this japanese art book is a treasured collector s item netsuke are superb miniature carvings usually less than two
inches high that have been created by japanese artists for over three hundred years during that time they have portrayed almost every aspect of life and culture in japan these tiny carvings were
traditionally used to prevent the cord attached to a gentleman s medicine box or tobacco pouch from slipping through the belt of his kimono today they are highly collectible works of art netsuke
japanese life and legend in miniature presents over seventy full page color photographs of netsuke in enchanting settings the accompanying text gives technical details about the netsuke as well
as interesting commentaries relating the pieces to japanese life and legend information on the carvers has also been provided whenever possible

Clint

2000

from michael korda author of the new york times bestselling eisenhower biography ike and the captivating battle of britain book with wings like eagles comes the critically acclaimed definitive
biography of t e lawrence the legendary british soldier strategist scholar and adventurer whose exploits as lawrence of arabia created a legacy of mythic proportions in his own lifetime many
know t e lawrence from david lean s oscar winning 1962 biopic based itself upon lawrence s autobiographical seven pillars of wisdom but in the tradition of modern biographers like john
meacham david mccullough and barbara leaming michael korda s penetrating new examination reveals new depth and character in the twentieth century s quintessential english hero

Thalberg

2000-09-16

a new biography of one of the key figures in british history focusing on both his writing and legacy
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Netsuke Japanese Life and Legend in Miniature

2013-02-19

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Hero

2010-11-16

the author of final cut dreams and disaster in the making of heaven s gate offers the definitive biography of marlene dietrich a book that in the author s words is neither worship at the shrine nor
autopsy it is a celebration and very often an act of wonder 109 photos

Italian Life and Legends by Anna Cora ("Mowatt") Ritchie

1870

robin hood is a national english icon he is portrayed as a noble robber who along with his band of merry men is said to have stolen from the rich and given to the poor his story has been
reimagined many times throughout the centuries readers will be introduced to some of the candidates who are thought to have been the real robin hood before journeying into the fifteenth
century and learning about the various rymes of robyn hode that were in existence this book then shows how robin hood was first cast as an earl in the sixteenth century before discussing his
portrayals as a brutish criminal in the eighteenth century then learn how robin hood became the epitome of an english gentleman in the victorian era before examining how he became an
americanised populist hero fit for the silver screen during the twentieth century thus this book will take readers on a journey through 800 years of english cultural and literary history by
examining how the legend of robin hood has developed over time

Sir Walter Raleigh

2011-01-27

jane shore often gets just a byline in history we know her name and that she was the mistress of a king but who was this woman caputred for the stage by shakespeare in richard iii fictionalised
by jean plaidy and others where did she come from and how was it that having been mistress to the most powerful man in the land she ended her years in prison and poverty jane shore was
born into a family of merchants and was married early to william shore having already attempted to get her marriage annulled citing william s impotence once she became involved with
edward iv it was inevitable that her marriage was dissolved she is said to have been a benign influence where men were out of favour she would bring them in his grace wrote thomas more
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even intervening to save eton college and king s college from destruction when the king died her position became very vulnerable sorcery treason penance imprisonment poverty escape and
execution were key elements in the rest of jane s life margaret crosland draws on literary historical and artistic sources to explore jane s life both before and after edward s demise

Confucius: in Life and Legend

1971

this volume deals with the myths and legends of india which survive to us in the rich and abundant storehouse of sanskrit literature and with the rise and growth of brahmanism buddhism
jainism c the reader is introduced to the various sacred works of the hindus including the ancient invocatory hymns of the four vedas the later speculative and expository forest books in which
the absolute is grasped and proclaimed and those great epic poems the rámáyana which is three times longer than the iliad and the máhábharata which is four times longer than the rámáyana in
no other country have the national poets given fuller and finer expression to the beliefs and ideals and traditions of a people or achieved as a result wider and more enduring fame at the present
day over two hundred million hindus are familiar in varying degrees with the legendary themes and traditional b

ENQUIRY INTO THE LIFE & LEGEND

2016-08-26

constantine examines the reign of constantine the first christian emperor and the founder of constantinople from a variety of angles historical historiographical and mythical the volume examines
the circumstances of constantine s reign and the historical problems surrounding them the varied accounts of constantine s life and the plethora of popular medieval legends surrounding the reign
to reveal the different visions and representations of the emperor from saint and patron of the western church to imperial prototype constantine history historiography and legend presents a
comprehensive and arresting study of this important and controversial emperor

ENQUIRY INTO THE LIFE & LEGEND

2016-08-26

some of the legendary gunmen of the old west were lawmen but more like billy the kid and jesse james were outlaws tom horn 1860 1903 was both lawman soldier hired gunman detective
outlaw and assassin this darkly enigmatic figure has fascinated americans ever since his death by hanging the day before his forty third birthday in this masterful historical biography larry ball a
distinguished historian of western lawmen and outlaws presents the definitive account of horn s career horn became a civilian in the apache wars when he was still in his early twenties he
fought in the last major battle with the apaches on u s soil and chased the indians into mexico with general george crook he bragged about murdering renegades and the brutality of his approach
to law and order foreshadows his controversial career as a pinkerton detective and his trial for murder in wyoming having worked as a hired gun and a range detective in the years after the
johnson county war he was eventually tried and hanged for killing a fourteen year old boy horn s guilt is still debated to an extent no previous scholar has managed to achieve ball distinguishes
the truth about horn from the numerous legends both the facts and their distortions are revealing especially since so many of the untruths come from horn s own autobiography as a teller of tall
tales horn burnished his own reputation throughout his life in spite of his services as a civilian scout and packer his behavior frightened even his lawless companions although some writers have
tried to elevate him to the top rung of frontier gun wielders questions still shadow horn s reputation ball s study concludes with a survey of horn as described by historians novelists and
screenwriters since his own time these portrayals as mixed as the facts on which they are based show a continuing fascination with the life and legend of tom horn
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Marlene Dietrich

1994

in 1899 one of america s wealthiest men assembled an interdisciplinary team of experts many of whom would become legendary in their fields to join him entirely at his expense on a voyage to
the largely unknown territory of alaska the harriman expedition remains unparalleled in its conception and execution this book follows the team closely where they went what they did and
what they learned including finding early evidence of glacial retreat assessing the nature and future of alaska s natural resources making important scientific discoveries and collecting an
astonishing collection of specimens a second thread involves the lives and accomplishments of the members of the party weaving biographical strands into the narrative of the journey and the
personal experiences they shared this is the first comprehensive scholarly treatment of the harriman alaska expedition since the 1980s it features the diaries letters home and post expedition
writings including unpublished autobiographies generated by the members of the party

Robin Hood

2019-11

excerpt from netsuke the life and legend of japan in miniature signatures on the care of netsuke catalogue of illustrations with legends mythological legendary and historical daily life animals
inanimate objects masks gichner collection carnegie museum collection about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Mysterious Mistress

2011-09-16

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true
to the original work

Apayao Life and Legends

1947

sinister mysterious credited with vast influence and great wealth who was this man who evoked such fierce passions that he was branded the merchant of death a man who had risen from
obscure origins in asia minor to control a worldwide empire his trade was arms anything that fired floated submerged and later flew his life spanned the muzzle loading musket and the prototype
spitfire
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Indian Myth and Legend

2016-08-25

winner of the dafoe book prize winner of the university of british columbia medal for canadian biography 1995 marked the 100th anniversary of that most charismatic and enigmatic public figure
the thirteenth prime minister of canada john george diefenbaker beloved and reviled with equal passion he was a politician possessed of a flamboyant self fabulizing nature that is the essential
ingredient of spellbinding biography after several runs at political office diefenbaker finally reached the commons in 1940 sixteen years later he was leader of the progressive conservative party
in 1958 after a campaign that dazzled the voters the tories won the largest majority in the nation s history the liberal party was shattered its leader lester pearson humiliated by an electorate that
had chosen to follow john diefenbaker s victory promised a long and sunny conservative era it was not to be instead dief gave the country a decade of continuous convulsion marked by his
government s defeat in 1963 and his own forced departure from the leadership in 1967 a very public drama that divided his party and riveted the nation when diefenbaker died in 1979 he was
given a state funeral modeled at his own direction on those of churchill and kennedy it culminated in a transcontinental train journey and burial on the bluffs overlooking saskatoon alongside the
archive that houses his papers the only presidential style library built for a canadian prime minister canadians embraced the image of dief as a morally triumphant underdog even as they were
repelled by his outrageous excesses he revived a moribund party and gave the country a fresh sense of purpose but he was no match for the dilemmas of the cold war of quebec nationalism or the
subtleties of the country s relations with the united states this compelling biography illuminating both legend and man and the nation he helped shape was among the most highly praised books
of the year

Constantine

2002-03-11

new mexico s elfego baca earned a place in southwestern legend in 1884 as a young deputy sheriff of socorro county in the town of frisco he held off a gang of rioting cowboys for 36 hours killed
four of the gang wounded eight others and walked away without a scratch but there was more to baca than this incident he rose in his accidental profession of the law to a political career that last
a half century he served as sheriff of socorro county practised law operated a detective agency published a spanish language newspaper became associated with the victoriano huerta movement in
the mexican revolution and engaged in real estate and mining speculation while a lawyer by profession politics were baca s ruling passion he held numerious local elective offices but his hopes for
a career in federal service were dashed with the disgrace of secretary of the interior albert bacon fall

Tom Horn in Life and Legend

2014-05-19

after being captured by comanches parker spent 15 years with them and then was recaptured by the texas rangers

The Harriman Alaska Expedition of 1899

2021-08-06

everyone knows the name calamity jane scores of dime novels and movie and tv westerns have portrayed this original wild west woman as an adventuresome gun toting hellion although
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calamity jane has probably been written about more than any other woman of the nineteenth century american west fiction and legend have largely obscured the facts of her life this lively
concise and exhaustively researched biography traces the real person from the missouri farm where she was born in 1856 through the development of her notorious persona as a wild west
heroine before calamity jane became a legend she was martha canary orphaned when she was only eleven years old from a young age she traveled fearlessly worked with men smoked chewed
tobacco and drank by the time she arrived in the boomtown of deadwood south dakota in 1876 she had become calamity jane and the real martha canary had disappeared under a landslide of
purple prose calamity became a hostess and dancer in deadwood s saloons and theaters she imbibed heavily and she might have been a prostitute but she had other qualities as well including those
of an angel of mercy who ministered to the sick and the down and out journalists and dime novelists couldn t get enough of either version nor in the following century could filmmakers sorting
through the stories veteran western historian richard w etulain s account begins with a biography that offers new information on calamity s several husbands including one she legally married
her two children and a woman who claimed to be the daughter of wild bill hickok and calamity a story etulain discredits in the second half of the book etulain traces the stories that have shaped
calamity jane s reputation some calamity portraits he says suggest that she aspired to a quiet life with a husband and family as the 2004 2006 hbo series deadwood makes clear well more than a
century after her first appearance as a heroine in the deadwood dick dime novels calamity jane lives on raunchy unabashed contradictory and ambiguous as ever

Netsuke

2016-06-26

at the beginning of the nineteenth century new york city was an undistinguished town competing with philadelphia and boston to be america s dominant port city just two generations later it
had built itself into the country s powerhouse center of trade and finance rivaled only by london as financial capital of the world in capital city thomas kessner tells the story of this remarkable
transformation with the advantages of its famous harbor and the opening of the erie canal in 1825 new york became the chief commercial center for the growing nation as the shipping industry
prospered capital accumulated and a growing banking center emerged new york went on to finance the union cause during the civil war open the west to development and consolidate the
national railroad system the city s energy and opportunity attracted ambitious men from all over the country whose names became synonymous with big business vanderbilt carnegie rockefeller
and morgan new york s banks set the interest rates for the nation its stock exchange fixed the price of securities its investors transformed american business from family owned enterprises into
modern corporations and its growing political clout catapulted public figures such as samuel tilden and teddy roosevelt onto the national stage combining political and urban history with a colorful
cast of characters capital city chronicles how gotham s gilded age reshaped the metropolis and the nation as it molded our present day economy

The Life and Legend of S. Vedast (1896)

2008-06-01

the legend of doc holliday is now well past a century old while his time on earth was brief troubled and filled with pain his legend took wings and flew beginning with his part in the now
famous gunfight at the o k corral denver newspapers first told his story in the late 19th century they followed by words of wyatt earp grasped the glimmer of his tale so enamored was the public
that by 1939 he was a literary icon and his character had appeared in eight films historians authors screenwriters and eventually television refined the legend which reached its apex perhaps
with the 1993 film tombstone doc holliday s image has neither dimmed nor wavered in the 21st century broadway country music and art join with literature and film to continue his mystique as
the personification of a surviving legend of the u s west
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Man of Arms

2013-06-17

during the 1920s in the aftermath of the arab revolt against britain t e lawrence gained global attention both for his involvement in the middle eastern anti imperialist movement and for his vivid
and sensational writings about his experiences following world war i his appointment as an advisor to winston churchill nearly simultaneous with the release of an american documentary about
the revolt further charged the t e lawrence mania despite the emergence of a whole new set of problems in the middle east and fueled by the classic status of the epic movie lawrence of arabia
the t e lawrence mystique continues to fascinate controversial and provocative this revised and updated edition of lawrence james s acclaimed biography penetrates and overturns the mythology
that surrounds t e lawrence with access to previously unavailable documents james traces the sometimes spurious lawrence legend back to its truthful roots peeling back the layers of lawrence s
calculated public persona to reveal the gifted tortured man behind the shimmering myth yet james remains dispassionate and generous in spirit throughout the golden warrior presents readers
with a fascinating study of one of the twentieth century s most remarkable figures

Rogue Tory

2013-11-19

was billy the kid the most romantic of western desperadoes or a vicious killer ever since the kid was shot by pat garrett in 1881 historians storytellers and filmmakers have been recounting and
reinventing his life in 1983 jon tuska published his first edition of billy the kid and it was immediately recognized as the most accurate account yet produced choice called it a magnificent tour de
force and a model for others who would study legendary heroes of the american west in this new edition tuska reexamines the kid s life and legend and he analyzes the numerous histories
novels films and other interpretations of the kid he points out the errors of earlier materials as well as those perpetuated in the last 12 years as with the earlier volume this is the last word on the
western figure who still captures the public imagination beyond all others for public libraries and all students and scholars of the american west and american popular culture

Elfego Baca in Life and Legend

1992

Netsuke

2012-09-01

Elfego Baca in Life and Legend

1992
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The Life and Legends of Calamity Jane

2014-09-15

Capital City

2004-04-07

Doc Holliday in Film and Literature

2014-01-16

The Golden Warrior

2008

Billy the Kid, His Life and Legend

1994
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